Senior Software Engineer-Blockchain
Technologies
PolicyPal-Singapore

About our Client
PolicyPal is a licensed insurance broker in Singapore, allowing individuals to buy, manage and optimize their
insurance policies through their mobile application. PolicyPal started in 2016, and have had a successful first
year, winning numerous awards, and already have over 32.000 users, growing fast daily. They are the first ever
graduate from the MAS fintech regulatory sandbox, and are part of the Paypal incubation program. PolicyPal is
a network platform built with a twofold vision of addressing key issues that overlap the fields of both insurance
and crypto assets.

Requirements
The ideal candidate has:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At least 3 years of relevant experience in software engineering
Knowledge of data encryption and security
Experience in designing and deploying database systems
Experience building scalable software on your own from the ground up
Get-It-Done mentality - From setting up AWS servers to debugging live with clients, take ownership of
issues and move 'em
Resourcefulness and commitment to do whatever it takes to get the job done
An eye for detail and comfortable articulating your thoughts and decisions
Works hard but loves to share a laugh and wants to build a fun work culture
Fintech/ Insurtech experience

The technology you will be working with at PolicyPal is: React Native, React.js, GoLang, CSS, SASS, Solidity and
Smart Contracts. If you have experience in any of these it would be a big benefit. Training is given to get you up
to speed in developing on blockchain technology, and writing smart contracts using Solidity.

Benefits
This is an opportunity to join a fast growing company developing on blockchain technology, and full training is
given on these technologies. What PolicyPal are looking for are very bright and ambitious engineers, that want
to learn Solidity/Smart contracts, and can build scalable software from the ground up.

Application process
Please apply by sending your CV to Christian Payne, Blockchain Recruiter at Code Resourcing (email:
cp@coderesourcing.com), who is handling the recruitment process on behalf of PolicyPal. The process will
consist of a first interview with us at Code Resourcing, after which we will arrange the interview process with
PolicyPal.
Address: Business Centre Winghouse, Ørestads Boulevard 73, 2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
CVR: 37642347 – Code Resourcing ApS

